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Library Lab 

Library Lab is Brooklyn Public Library’s 

dynamic learning enrichment program for 

children (ages 6 to 10) and their families. 

Explore Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Math concepts with fun, free activities that will 

spark curiosity through hands-on experiments.  
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Engineering 

“There were 12 participants 

today.  Ten participants built 

towers and two built Lego 

bridges.” 

-Lavern Rigault,  

Library Lab Facilitator 

Cypress Hills 

 



Engineering 



Sound Technology 

“The look on Jamal’s face when he 
heard sound through the paper 
telephones – he was so amazed 
that he was able to hear!  It was 
even more amazing to be able to 
explain that it wasn’t magic.  The 

jolt of amazement made him 
curious and want to understand 

why that was possible.” 

-Diane Chiofolo,  
Children’s Librarian,  
New Utrecht Branch 

 



Electricity 

“The children and parents began 
testing out ways to vary the circuit, 
adding batteries, lightbulbs, turning 
the batteries around (in opposite 
directions, using their own objects 
(coins) to experiment with.  Some 
of the parents became even more 

enthusiastic than the kids.” 

-Alexandra Kerr 
Library Lab Facilitator 

Bay Ridge 

 



Electricity 



Simple Machines 

“There was so much tinkering 
going on!  It was wonderful to 

see how many ways kids 
modified their catapults and 

cotton balls to make the 
projectile go further and 

higher.” 

--Charissa Ruth, Facilitator 
Kings Highway 

 



“Fun, exciting, interesting, STEMtastic!”  

- Jeemonda, age 10 

 

“I would like him to see that science is everywhere.” 

- Terrance, father to Aidan, age 7 

 

“It’s very exciting to be able to do experiments by 
myself.  It makes me think I can do a lot more by 
myself.”  

- Anna Maria, age 6 

 

“Amar, who told me he wants to be a scientist when 
he grows up, was thrilled when I told him that he 
already is a scientist because he is doing science 
experiments and thinking about science.”   

- Diane Chifolo, Children’s Librarian, New Utrecht  
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Library Lab: LittleBits 



BKLYN Incubator 
Library Lab: Wired and Powered 

 
 
 
 



Popscope 





Making Space 



Best Practices 
 

• Seek Community Partners 
• Raise Funding for Materials 
• Prepare Curriculum 
• Train Program Leaders & Staff 
• Order & Distribute Materials 
• Promote and Publicize 
• Have Fun! 



Today’s Experiment: 

 

Paper Helicopters 



Questions?  

 

Please contact me!  

Kimberly Grad, Coordinator of 

School Age Services 

Brooklyn Public Library 

kgrad@bklynlibrary.org 

mailto:kgrad@bklynlibrary.org


 
             

 

 
Library Lab: Paper Helicopters 

 

Program Description:  
Simple aerodynamics experiment with exciting results! 
 
Key Concepts: 
Participants will explore the complex behavior of air pressure and the basic principles of 
aerodynamics. They will also be experimenting with the scientific process by observing 
phenomena, analyzing behavior, and then measuring speed, distance, and timing.  
 
Supplies:

● Printed templates (in many bright colors) 
● Scissors 
● Paperclips for weight 
● Powered fans (optional)

 
Set-up: 
Divide all materials among the tables where participants will 
be working.  
 
Prompts and Questions: 

● Have you seen helicopters? How do they fly? Use your 
body to show how they fly.  

● Does anything else you’ve seen in nature fly like the 
helicopter does?  

● How do you think our paper helicopters will work?  
 
 
Step-by-Step Instructions: 

1. In the template, cut all solid lines. Dashed lines are for 
folds. 

2. Once you’ve finished all of the cuts, start with “A” then 
“B” to make the folds. 

3. It doesn’t matter if you fold “A” or “B” inward or 
outward or opposite of each other. 

4. “C” Is folded up to hold “A” and “B” together. These 
folds will make this area heavier than the blade area when it 
falls. 



5. Fold the helicopter blades “D” and “E” opposite of each other. 
6. Finally add the paper clip for additional weight to the helicopter and try it out! 

 
 
 
Reflections: 

● Why does the helicopter spin?  
● How far did your helicopter fly? How fast did it fly? How can we measure and record 

distance and speed? 
● How would you change the design to alter the helicopter’s flight?  

 
Safety tips: 
At the start of every session, announce the following LL rules:  

● Always follow the directions of the LL facilitator 
● Do not eat food, drink or chew gum in library lab 
● Do not eat, drink or inhale any chemicals or materials while in the LL 
● Do not run or play around in the LL 
● Report all accidents to the facilitator immediately  

 
Reference:  
http://www.paperhelicopterexperiment.com/ 
 
 
 

http://www.paperhelicopterexperiment.com/


 


